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-- Motorsport. Simple word. --

INNOVATION
Th e future is out there in front of us, but at Caseliner is also inside of us. We can feel what will 

come and we are working with greater power and effi  ciency with more ideas for you.

DESIGN
Our harmony of design concept is achieved in perfection when our unique clean design follows 

the function. 

FUNCTIONALITY
We at Caseliner know, that the form follows the function. We work during your every day´s 

routine in garage, important testing days but what is the most important: during the race when 

every split second counts.

PERFORMANCE
We produce motorsport products for reasonable costs, with higher than known general 

standards with all aspects of quick delivery.

EVERYDAY USE
All our products are designed and produced for everyday usability. Whatever the weather or 

any other conditions. Our products are made to be proof, day by day.

EXCLUSIVENESS
Using of unique way how our products are working in every detail and with expression of 

freedom and attitude to racing life. Realization of simple dream.

SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE
Our brand is friendly and it is very important for us to be wide anchored in society.

CASELINER
motorsport pit 
equipment producer

Motorsport is our passion and pure 
fascination. Find what Caseliner products 
and motorsport teams can fi nd and 
experience at the sporttracks everyday. Our 
story is coming direct from the race track.

Our principle is simple, always get the most 
out of everything we do  and produce. Just 
from the beginning we have decided to 
translate our passion into the endurance 
products and success to the teams. Our 
principle is born on the race track and you 
can fi nd him in every single one of our 
products.
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FLIGHT 
CASES
rock and roll lives on

Our goal is to produce high quality transport 

cases with long lifetime, high torsional rigidity 

and modern design. All the boxes are made 

to measurement according to your request at 

professional level, as it is our standard. We can 

recommend all our fl ight cases for many purposes 

in catering, fl ight cases for driver equipment 

(helmets, dryers, radios), tools and equipment 

(weights, geometry, lasers, turntable) etc. We 

can prepare the cost estimate on your demand 

for tailored boxes any specifi cations according to 

your request.

 UNICASE PRO  
# 0010111000-1-2

Th is fl ight case has a  full opened upper lid, the space inside can be divided 

by shift partitions or empty. You can choose Please choice your accessories - 

100mm, inner modular panels, rubber feet or color design.

 → type 60 / 600x600x600 mm / 23,62“x23,62“x23,62“ 

 → type 90 / 900x600x600 mm / 35,43“x23,62“x23,62“

 → type 120 / 1200x600x600 mm / 47,24“x23,62“x23,62“

 → 9 mm / 0,35” standard black plywood / colors on demand

 TOOLBOX MINI  
# 0010211001

Is a special transport fl ight case for personal tool equipment, the 

fl ight case include 2x upper counters are modular. Recommended 

for rally mechanics. 

 → 500x370x200 mm / 19,68“x14,56“x7,87“

 → 9 mm / 0,35”  standard black plywood / colors on demand

 → holder for tools

 TOOLBOX  
# 0010211002

Is a special transport fl ight case for tools and spare parts, including one 

upper modular drawer.

 → 600x600x950 mm / 23,62“x23,62“x37,40“

 → 9 mm / 0,35” standard black plywood / colors on demand

 → 5x drawers (1x modular)

 TOOLBOX DOUBLE  
# 0010211004

Is a special transport fl ight case for tools and spare parts, consists of two 

cases and working plate with measurements 2000x550 mm / 78,74“x21,65“, 

creating a working bench

 → work plate 2000x550 mm / 78,74“x21,65“

 → as the same as the specifi cations TOOLBOX CLASSIC

EURO
SIZE

EURO
SIZE

EURO
SIZE
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FLIGHT 
CASES
rock and roll lives on

Our goal is to produce high quality transport 

cases with long lifetime, high torsional rigidity 

and modern design. All the boxes are made 

to measurement according to your request at 

professional level, as it is our standard. We can 

recommend all our fl ight cases for many purposes 

in catering, fl ight cases for driver equipment 

(helmets, dryers, radios), tools and equipment 

(weights, geometry, lasers, turntable) etc. We 

can prepare the cost estimate on your demand 

for tailored boxes any specifi cations according to 

your request.

 TOOLBOX BIGGER  
# 0010211005

Is a  special transport fl ight case for tools and spare parts, this fl ight case is 

including 8 PVC boxes and 4 x drawers - 2 x upper are modular.

 → 1200x600x1080 mm / 47,24“x23,62“x42,51“

 → 9 mm / 0,35” standard  black plywood / colors on demand

 → 5x drawers (1x modular) 

 → 8x PVC boxes

 TOOLBOX MAXI  
# 0010211010

Is a special bigger transport fl ight case for tools and spare parts, this fl ight 

case is including 8 + 4 PVC boxes.

 → 1800x850x1010 mm / 70,86“x33,46“x43,30“

 →  9  mm / 0,35” standart black plywood / colors on demand

 → 8x PVC boxes

 PC-TELEMETRY CASE  
# 0010211006

PC / TELEMETRY is suitable various purposes. Very popular fl ight case for use in garages 

for drivers and engineers. (TV/LED monitors on demand)

 → 1200x600x850 mm (1000 mm / 39,37“ with wheels) / 47,24“x23,62“x33,46“

 → 9 mm / 0,35” standard black plywood / colors on demand

 → 3x inner drawers for notebooks, printers, etc... 

 → 2x drawers

EURO
SIZE

EURO
SIZE
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TROLLEYS 
& WHEEL 
BATHS
for ultimate care

 TYRE TROLLEY PRO160  
#  0020321002

High quality trolley made from stainless steel for transport and storage of tyres. Optional 

towing bracket and attachment are available. We off er model PRO140 with 1300 mm 

internal width.

 → wheels 160 mm / 6,29“ / 1984,16 lb/ max. speed 20 km/h

 → outer height 1500 mm / 59,05“

 → outer depth 650 mm / 25,59“

 → horizontal beams 1300 or 1500 mm inner / 51,18“ or 59,05

 TYRE TROLLEY  
 HEATING  

# 0020121003

Folding trolley made from stainless 

steel designed to heat he tyres with 

warm up quilts. Folding frame with 

quick release

 BOTTLE TROLLEY SINGLE  
# 0020521001

For pressure bottles 15 or 18 l, (3,96 to 4,75 gal) diam. 186 

to 204 mm. Safety valve bar and holder for gun or air lance 

are optional.

 BOTTLE TROLLEY DINO  
# 0020521004

For pressure bottles diam. 186 to 204 mm with 

holder for DINO PAOLI air regulator. Safety valve bar 

and holder for gun or air lance are optional.

 BOTTLE TROLLEY DOUBLE  
# 0020521002

For two pressure bottles 15 or 18l, (3,96 to 4,75 gal) diam. 

186 to 204 mm. Safety valve bar and holder for gun or air 

lance are optional.

 BOTTLE TROLLEY 
 DOUBLE DINO  

# 0020521008

For two pressure bottles 15 or 18l, (3,96 to 

4,75 gal) diam. 186 to 204 mm with holder 

for two DINO PAOLI air regulators. Safety 

valve bar and holder for gun or air lance are 

optional.

 TYRE TROLLEY FORMULA  
# 0020121001

High quality trolley made from stainless steel for transport 

of tyres. Folding plate.

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY
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for ultimate care

 BOTTLE TROLLEY 
 DINO  

# 0020521004

For pressure bottles diam. 186 to 204 mm with 

holder for DINO PAOLI air regulator. Safety valve bar 

and holder for gun or air lance are optional.

 BOTTLE TROLLEY 
 DOUBLE  

# 0020521002

For two pressure bottles 15 or 18 l, (3,96 to 4,75 gal) 

diam. 186 to 204 mm. Safety valve bar and holder for 

gun or air lance are optional.

Accessories:

 → holders guns

 → holders airlance

 → safety barriers / valve - ACO regulations

 MECHANICS CHAIR  
# 0020721000

Stainless steel mechanic´s chair with 4 wheels 

and tools area.

 WHEEL BATH SINGLE  
# 0030121001

Essential product for cleaning and preparation of the tyres. It is 

fi tted with two pairs of bearing rollers for easy rotation of the wheel 

during the cleaning. Material stainless steel, removable legs, one 

adjustable leg, two adjustable rotary roller. 

 WHEEL BATH DOUBLE  
# 0030121002

Essential product for cleaning and preparation of the tyres. It is 

fi tted with two pairs of bearing rollers for easy rotation of the wheel 

during the cleaning. Material stainless steel, removable legs, one 

adjustable leg , four adjustable rotary roller.

TROLLEYS 
& WHEEL 
BATHS

 TYRE BOARD-DOLLY  
# 0020411001

Special plate for stocking wheels and tyres.

 AIR BOTTLE 15/18L  
# 0020731115 + 0020731118

Pressure air bottles 15 or 18 l / 230 bar, (3,96 to 

4,75 gal) diam. 204 mm. Incl. valve and pedestal.

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY
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TYRE 
HEATER 
RACKS
for best grip

 TYRE HEATER RACK ENDU2  
# 0040121022

Special warm box designed for heating of tyres during the endurance races. Easy to assemble 

by aluminium construction with a  textile covering AIRTEX and internal thermal material 

that keeps heat well. Four chambers, independently heated with a  mechanical controlled 

temperature level. Two zippered section for access to the tires with a small inspect window 

to control and measure the actual temperature. Transport fl ight case is optional, for all parts, 

incl. heater Master.

 → full demountable

 → 1920 mm width (75,59“)

 → 1900 mm high (75,59“)

 → 980 mm depth (38,58“)

 HEATER B70CED  
# 0040121002

Extremely easy portable heater. Transport fl ight case 

for the heater Master is optional.

 → 230 / 50 / HZ

 → 20 kw power

 → fuel ELTO / Diesel

 → consumption 1,7 kg / h

 TYRE HEATER RACK  
# 0040121001

Designed for the endurance racing, tyre heater rack can pre-heat up to three sets of tyres. 

Th e frame is constructed in two sections from stainless steel. Th e warm is kept within 

the rack by a strong PVC silver/thermo AIRTEX awning, which can be unzipped in two 

individual sections. Transport fl ight case is optional.

 → full demountable

 → 2000 mm width (78,74“)

 → 2000 mm high (78,74“)

 → 1000 mm depth (39,37“)

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY

 TYRE HEATER RACK ENDU4  
# 0040121003

Special warm box designed for heating of tyres during the endurance races. Easy to assemble by aluminium 

construction with a  textile covering AIRTEX and internal thermal material that keeps heat well. Four 

chambers, independently heated with a mechanical controlled temperature level. Four zippered section for 

access to the tires with a small inspect window to control and measure the actual temperature. Transport 

fl ight case is optional, for all parts, incl. heater Master.

 → full demountable

 → 3800 mm width (149,60“)

 → 1900 mm high (75,59“)

 → 980 mm depth (38,58“)

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY

 FLIGHT CASE MASTER 
 B70 / B100  

# 0040111001

# 0040111001

Special fl ight case for MASTER “70” serie heating, 

4 wheels
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GARAGE
I always wanted garage like 
this

 WALLING SET 210-5  
# 0100231001

Is an aluminum profi le system, suitable for creating screens inside of  the boxes, stalls 

and presentation modules. Easy connection using locks, variability and time-saving 

assembly - these are the main advantages of this system. 

 → one set / 2100x990 mm / 82,67“x38,97“

 → white panel, 4 mm / 0,15”

 WALLING CASE 50/210  
# 0100221005

We off er also special WALLING FLIGHT CASE for 50 sets of frames 

and panels 2100x990mm (82,67“ x 38,97“). 

 RACEFLOOR  
# 0090141001

RACEFLOOR, the fl ooring  for all your racing needs. Th e tiles are easy to 

install due to an ingenious snap-in system. Th ey have been developed to 

be used on any fl at base, indoor or outdoor use. UV-stable.

 → size 40x40x1,8 cm / 15,74“x15,74“x0,7“

 → weight 552 gram / 1,21 lb

 → compressive strength 5120 psi

 → 14 colors

 POWERHOOD S200  
# 0120111001

Special POWERHOOD S200 is made for lighting in the race boxes, lighting over the 

race car, motorbike or at the workshops. Light construction, high luminosity together 

with a essential use and elegancy.

 → 2000x1000x140 mm / 78,74“x39,37“x5,51“ 

 → luminosity 20000 lm 

 → regulation of luminosity 35%, 65% or 100% 

 → 88-132 V or 176-264 V selected by switch 

 → 4x corner sockets following national specifi cation

Can be equipped with air distribution, Ethernet distribution following customer 

request and specifi cations.  We also supply fl ight case for one or two powerhoods.

LIGHTWEIGHT
TECHNOLOGY

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY

 GANTRIES  

System is available in three versions BI-SYSTEM, TRI-SYSTEM and QUATTRO-

SYSTEM, 50mm diameter of tubes. Couplings, CELLS,  are the auxiliary parts used for 

hanging of any equipment.

 → material: alloy EN - AW 6068 T6

 → quick lock connection

 → color: natural aluminium  silver

 → 290mm high basic profi le (BI-SYSTEM)
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 MAGSEAM FULL SET   
# 0100121101

 → basic module max. 2030x990 mm / 79,92“ x 38,97“

 → 9,25 kg weight / 20,39 lb

 → round corner module 75x75mm for out or in position

 → 3 mm aluminum composite panel

 → adjustable feet alignment for the fl oor

 → standard white high glossy color 

We can prepare CAD work of perfect working environment.

OPTIONS:

 → fl ight case for all parts

 → insert the TV monitors

 → insert the boxes for drying helmets

 → insert the boxes for accessories

 → colors on request

 → cut advertising

 → print advertising

We can design and manufacture bespoke 

products and solutions for your specifi c needs.

We can prepare the 3D layout of your project.

Contact us.

 MAGSEAM WALLING 
 CASE  

# 01001211CU

Each single garage MAGSEAM project is carefully 

inserted into the fl ight case for safe transport. 

Flight case is equipped with unique system of 

the panel´s protection, including the built-up 

frame, both avoiding any damage. You can insert 

inside of the fl ight case the helmet boxes and TV 

monitors as well.

SEAMLESS 
WALLING
 irresistible beauty

MAGSEAM
We have achieved the perfection with our seamless wallings 

using the magnetic attachment of panels. Our original patented 

corner profi le, with beautiful clean round design and the very 

new elements for tight vertical magnetic connection, make our 

products to be unique and leader of the market. Inserted helmet 

boxes, TV monitors or windows are fabricated with elegant 

seamless design eff ect as well. Variability of all of our components 

is very modular way how to install and combine all the single sets 

with each other to requested box positions.

Th ere comes one very important point, namely that you can 

replace any spare part or component in an instant. When you are 

using composite honeycomb panels, there you have to follow to 

replace the whole panel, which is more than expensive and non-

eff ective. Our solution is cost-eff ective, modular and very elegant.

Visual material may not correspond to the text description, these are illustrative images, or product photos with accessories.

LIGHTWEIGHT
TECHNOLOGY

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY
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REFUELLING 
EQUIPMENT
place where time is 
everything

Complete off er of SAF refueling 
equipment. Contact us. RF-38 ST PLUTONE  

# 0150231005

Soft hose translucent, inner   diameter 
38 mm/ 1,49“, live cond, for standard FIA 
application

 RF-75 ST VENTFLEX 75  
# 0150231006

Soft hose translucent, out. diameter 70 mm / 2,75“, 
for STAUBLI application

 KAMLOK RF-CF  
# 0150231001

AL mat., DN40, MIL - C - 27487, 
quick coupling with thorn on hose 
for 38 mm refuelling hose

 KAMLOK RF-CL  
# 0150231002

AL material, DN40, MIL - C - 27487, 
fuel-door lock

 KAMLOK RF-AI  
# 0150231003

AL material, DN40 - 1  1/2”, MIL - C - 
27487, adapter 

 KNEE 45  
# 0150231004

Knee adapter 45° – 1 1/2”, elbow

 2“ DUAL HANDLE  
# 0150221009

Refueling Dual Handles provide 
a  solution to easy handling of two 
PP20M males refueling probes.

 FIA DEADMAN 
 VALVE  

# 0150221007

FIA 1 1/2” self-closing valve

 PP20M 2“ FIA 
 MALE DRY  

# 0150221020

2” PP20M type refueling  male dry 
valve. Th e FIA Dry Break Couplings are 
approved to Appendix J, Drawing 252-5.

 2“ SINGLE 
 HANDLE  

# 0150221008

Refueling Handles provide a solution to 
easy handling of PP20M male refueling 
probes.

 FIA / ACO 
 RESTRICTOR 33  

# 0150221004

FIA restrictor 33 mm / 1,29“ (FIA Appendix J 258-4), 
other restrictor´s size on the request.

 FIA-WEC 
 RESTRICTOR 28  

# 0150221005

FIA-WEC restrictor 28 mm / 1,10“, other restrictor´s size on the request

 PP20FTM 2“ FIA 
 FEMALE DRY    

# 0150221024

Female dry break valve 9 hole for 
valve male PP20M. Th e FIA Dry Break 
Couplings are approved to Appendix J, 
Drawing 252-5.

 FUEL KAMLOCK 
 PP20M  

# 0150221022

AluminiumKamlok for PP20M valve 
connections.

 HOSE CLAMP 57R  
# 0150231018

Hose clamps and screws for hose 57 
Nitrile, aluminium RACE serie.

   HOSE CLAMP 38R 
# 0150231017

Hose clamps and screws for hose 
38 Plutone / Fuelfl ex, aluminium 
RACE serie.

 HOSE CLAMP 75R  
# 0150231019

Hose clamps and screw 75 Ventfl ex, 
68-73 mm, aluminium RACE serie.

 WEIGHING CWU-300    
# 0150221016

Refuelling weighing system for fuel rig 
RF200.

R E F U E L L I N G 
ACCESSORIES

 RF200 REFUELLING RIG   
# 0150121001

Refuelling rig RF200 for a  fast refuelling  during 

endurance races, with a  capacity of 200 l / 52,83 

gal according to the FIA AP. “J “, 252-7 or FIA-WEC, 

with fuel restrictors, closing valves DEADMAN with 

a recurrent spring and airing system. 

→ FIA restrictor FIA 33 mm/1,29“ (pn. 0150121001)

→ FIA restrictor WEC 28 mm/1,10“ (pn. 0150121022)

→ FIA restrictor WEC-LMP3 33 mm /1,29“ 

 (pn. 0150121023 )
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REFUELLING 
EQUIPMENT
place where time is 
everything

 PIT TROLLEY FIA  
# 0150311001

Basic pit trolley for RF200 system, placing of the air 

pressure bottles and air pressure regulators.We provide 

various versions of design - positioning of RF200 and 

rotary boom longitudinal or transverse position toward 

to passage in the pit lane.

 → fl ight case construction with strengthening fl oor 

 steel frame

 → 2250x1050x1190 mm / 78,74“x39,37“x41,33“

 → 4 wheels

 → holder for 3 cylinders (av. 233 mm type)

 → standard black color / colors on deman

 ROTARY SUBSIDIARY BOOM  
# 0150311004

Special ROTARY SUBSIDIARY BOOM supporting air hose. 360 

°rotation. Suitable for racing type as WEC, ALMS, ELMC, FIA 

GT1, BLANCPLAIN series…

 → stainless steel

 → 4000 mm / 157,48“ 

 → 360 ° rotary air piping

 PIT TROLLEY ENDURANCE  
# 0150311002

PIT TROLLEY ENDURANCE is all new conception with elegant 

solution in refuelling area, air distribution and complete distribution 

of tank hoses at PIT STOP area. Trolley has many of storage areas, 

including practical entry / rear doors to each sections. 

 → aluminum construction

 → 2080x1080x1100 mm (at. FIA reg.) / 81,88“x42,51“x43,30“

 → holder for PAOLI RGPRSF 1,2,4 regulators (other on demand)

 → standard white color RAL 9010

 RF200 REFUELLING RIG  
# 00150121001

Refuelling rig RF200 for a fast refuelling  during endurance 

races, with a  capacity of 200 L / 52,83 gal according to 

the FIA AP. “ J “, 252-7 or FIA-WEC,with fuel restrictors, 

closing valves DEADMAN with a  recurrent spring and 

airing system. 

 → FIA restrictor FIA 33 mm/1,29“ (pn. 0150121001)

 → FIA restrictor WEC 28 mm/1,10“ (pn. 0150121022 )

 → FIA restrictor WEC-LMP3 33 mm /1,29“ 

 (pn. 0150121023)

LIGHTWEIGHT
TECHNOLOGY

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY
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REFUELLING 
EQUIPMENT
place where time is 
everything

 REFUELLING BOTTLE CL25  
# 0150121004

25 L  refuelling bottle with valve SINGLE 2“  type PP20M. We 

also off er bottle holder, which is great to use at the same 

time as a transport trolley. 

 BOTTLE STAND CL25  
# 0150121006

Refueling bottle stand for CL25 refeulling bottle. 

 REFUELLING BOTTLE 
 STÄUBLI SAF  

# 91025ROJKV

25l  refuelling bottle Stäubli SAF / tilted bottle 

socket with SAF45. 1838/CX valve, 45° elbow. We 

also off er bottle holder, which is great to use at the 

same time as a transport trolley. 

 BOTTLE STAND ST25  
# 0150121007

Refueling bottle stand for ST25 StäubliSAF 

refuelling bottle. 

 DUMPCAN SINGLE  
# 0150221013

Draining of vent hose after refuelling, 

female receiver valve PP20M.

 DUMPCAN STAUBLI   
# 0150221014

Draining of vent hose after refuelling, female 

valve SAF (excl. STAUBLI receiver valve – 

option).

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY
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PIT BOARD 
& PIT 
PERCHES
mission control

 PIT PERCH FORMULA  
# 0070131001

Stainless steel construction, textile roof and side walls with zipper system. It is 

extremely fast to set up into 10 minutes. One shelve inside provides support for laptops 

and monitors. Th e roof and side parts are fully partible and can be used up to three 

variants of using the side parts. PIT PERCH can be supplied as a basic module with 

a special bag or with platform and transport box FLIGHT CASE type, which includes 

required number of rotating CHAIRS with high back. 

 → width 2100 mm / 82,67”

 → depth roof 1200 mm / 47,24” 

 → high 2200  mm / 86,61“ 

 → weather protection / AATCC - 22 Spray test 

 → top quality zippper system

 → basic color black

 TV/LCD MONITOR CASE  
# 0070111003

Transport and installation fl ight case 

for LCD/TV, which is designed for 

installation into the PIT PERCH, garage 

or VIP are for monitoring of results, 

camera systems and TV broadcasts.

 → 9 mm plywood / 0,35“ black 

 plywood

 → TV and electric main / splitter

 LED / DBV-T and hanging system 

 are not included in price.

 PIT PERCH ENDURANCE  
# 0070131011

PIT PERCH ENDURANCE is designed for 3 engineers. Its design is very elegant, it will 

attract the attention to your team at the circuit. Th e basic structure is made of stainless 

steel tubes with easy connection system. Th e roof and side parts you can use as the 

single items, and use it as according to the actual climate conditions. Pit perch can 

be completely closed and protect you from the rain. Very fast installation due to zip-

fasteners which are waterproof.

 → width 2300 mm / 90,55”

 → depth roof 1200 mm / 47,24” 

 → high 2200 mm / 86,61“ 

 → weather protection / AATCC - 22 Spray test 

 → top quality zippper system

 → basic color black

 LED TIMING BOARD CL4  
# 0080121001

 LED TIMING BOARD CL8  
# 0080121006

Electronic LED information panel, which is intended to show 

information’s to the drivers, which are passing through the pit 

area. High intensity led lights, excellent visibility during high 

speed drive through, many eff ects, warning functions, text and 

image displaying. Simple software with the large number of 

language versions. Most widely used for endurance races as 

24 Le Mans, WEC, VLN Series, 24SPA and many other race 

series.

 → LED diodes – amber color / highlight, visible in direct 

 sunlight  (pn. 0080121001)

 → LED diodes – 7 color + inv. color / highlight, visible in 

 direct sunlight (pn. 0080121006 )

 → front antirefl ection Plexiglas

 → very lightweight aluminum construction with protection 

 IP67

 → dimensions 1000x700x80 mm / 39,37“x27,55“x3,14“

 → weight 17 kg / 37,47 lb

 → FIA / WEC / IMSA regulation specifi cation

 → communication via ETHERNET RJ45 cable or 

 BLUETOOTH II (100 m)

 → automatic voltage regulator sensitive input 100 V or 230 V

 ELECTRONIC SLIDING 
 BOARD  

# 0080121007

Universal sliding system can be used manually 

or with motorized option. Engine drive option is 

controlled with software CL4/8SW via bluetooth 

or cable RJ45 ETHERNET solution. We also 

supply optional fl ightcase which can be used as 

a holder for the system.

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY
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AIR
EQUIPMENT
we speed your need

 AIR JACK STANDART  
# 0051041003

Standard air jack for formula and single seater cars. In order to adapt 

your special attachments for your vehicle.

 → load capacity 500 kg /1102,31 lb

 → working pressure 6-10 bar / 87-145 psi

 ENGINE – GEARBOX LEVER TROLLEY  
# 0051041050

Standard, bigger version or model with customized top, specifi cally engineered 

for demand of customers.

 CAR HOLDER  
# 0170121001

Special Wheel Hub Stands, engineered to 

attach to the central wheel hub of the racing 

car.

DINO PAOLI  
We off er complete air-equipment DINO PAOLI for Your team. Dino Paoli S.r.l. was established in 1968 as specialized makers of pneumatic impact 

wrenches and accessories.

PAOLI SOCKETS and NUTS  
Th e new Paoli sockets are an unprecedented product and the result of a long and complex 

engineering research. Consultation with hundreds of race clients has ensured that the Paoli 

Sockets’ technological development goes hand in hand with the real needs of racing teams 

in terms of versatility, safety, materials and maintenance. We send you complete off er for 

your option.

Two diff erent materials: titanium and aeronautical aluminium, the fi rst suitable for the race 

application and the second suitable for non-intensive use and torque wrench.

Innovative safety system for inserting the pin into the through the socket/square drive. 

Revolutionary system when assembling the socket by using the spring clip and an ‘O’ ring on 

the cover. Maximum safety, a fi ne fi tting and a considerably reduced assembly time.

Model: DP6000
DP5000

TI MARK II
DP5000

BIAS
DP4000

MG
DP4000
30BAR

DP3000
SUPERSPORT

DP2000
SE

LH Version 006000.00004 5000TI.00004 3000SS.00001 4000MG.00001 400030.00001 3000SS.00001 2000SE.0001

RH Version: 006000.00005 5000TI.00005 3000SS.00002 4000MG.00002 400030.00002 3000SS.00002 2000SE.0002

UH Version 006000.00006 5000TI.00006 3000SS.00003 4000MG.00003 400030.00003 3000SS.00002 2000SE.0003

Square drive: 1” 1” 1” 1” 1” 1” 1”

Weight: 3,5 kg / 7,7 lbs 3,43 kg / 7,5 lbs 4 kg / 9,25 lbs 3,71 kg / 8,18 lbs 3,97 kg / 8,7 lbs  kg / 8,82 lbs 3,90 kg / 8,6 lbs

Free Speed: 14700 rpm 14500 rpm 11150 rpm 13500 rpm 15500 rpm 11500 rpm 9500 rpm

Max Pressure: 25 bar 25 bar 20 bar 20 bar 30 bar 20 bar 20 bar

Max Torque 4200 Nm 3800 Nm 3000 Nm 3500 Nm 3800 Nm 3000 Nm 2500 Nm

Use: F1 / Indy F1 / Indy / WEC
ENDURANCE WEC / 

GT3
ENDURANCE WEC / 

GT3
F1 / Indy / WEC

GP2 / DTM / GRAND 
AM

GP2 / IMSA 
ENDURANCE 

LH and RH Version. Other guns DP197, DP177, DP176, BLUE DEVIL, DP36, TOPREDO please see to PAOLI or CASELINER website.
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AIR
EQUIPMENT
we speed your need

PAOLI AIR PRESSURE 
REGULATORS  
Main features: Paoli regulators have all been conceived to fi rst guarantee the 

correct (very high) air fl ow to all the models of Paoli guns. Furthermore, all the Paoli 

regulators minimize the pressure drop from static to dynamic. We do deliver mostly 

piston regulators for high pressure and diaphragm regulators for lower pressures. We 

do always reccomend to match a high fl ow oiler to each regulator and to ship them 

back to us for service.

 F1 REGULATOR  
# B.40.0001

220 bar inlet, 0-100 bar out, 150Mn3/h, 30 bar over pressure valve 

setting, medium fl ow.

 F4 REGULATOR  
# B.40.0005

220 bar inlet, 0-100 bar out, 400 Mn3/h, 50 bar over pressure valve 

setting, high fl ow.

We off er also 350 bar version. Please contact us.

 HOSES 75 BAR  
# B.41.1001 

Technical data - bore size: 13 mm, braid od: 

23,5 mm, working pressure: 75 bar. Final ending – 

fi tting on demand 3/8” or 1/2”.

 TURNING CONNECTORS  
# B.43.0001

DV11MFG38 and other variants

 AIR BOTTLES COMPRESSOR 
 DPH460  

# B.21.0103

Subaru Robin Petrol Engine, 4,6, 3 HP, 300 bar, 100 l/min .

 AIR BOTTLES COMPRESSOR 
 DPH220  

# B.21.0102

Single-phase Electric, 2,2 kW, 3 HP, 300 bar, 100 l/min .

 AIR BOTTLES COMPRESSOR 
 DPH360  

# B.21.0101

Th ree-phase Electric, 25,5 kW, 7,5 HP, 300 bar, 300 l/min .

 MK/DP FLIGHT CASE 
 COMPRESSOR  

# 0050911001

Special fl ight case for compressor, 1000x450x600, 4 wheels

   F2 REGULATOR 
# B.40.0002

Th ree-phase Electric, 25,5 kW, 7,5 HP, 300 bar, 
300 l/min.
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COUPLING 
quick and speed connection

COUPLING CEJN

producer: CEJN CEJN CEJN CEJN CEJN CEJN CEJN CEJN

code: 104102155 104102154 103202155 103202154 104105155 104105154 103205155 103205154

type: coupling coupling coupling safety/coupling plug plug plug plug

standart: 410 EU-10,4 mm 410 EU-10,4 mm 320 EU-7,6 mm 320 EU-7,6 mm 410 EU-10,4 mm 410 EU-10,4 mm 320 EU-7,6 mm 320 EU-7,6 mm

thread: R1/2” R3/8” R1/2” R3/8” R1/2” R3/8” R1/2” R3/8”

type of thread: male male male male male male male male

L = lenght: 53 mm 53 mm 40 mm 47 mm 40 mm 40 mm 31 mm 28 mm

pressure: 16 bar 16 bar 16 bar 16 bar 16 bar 16 bar 16 bar 16 bar

COUPLING OETIKER / TSC

producer: OETIKER OETIKER OETIKER OETIKER OETIKER OETIKER OETIKER OETIKER OETIKER

code: 20500107 20500106 20500353 20500352 20500351 25500075 25500074 25500025 25500024

type: coupling coupling coupling coupling coupling plug plug plug plug

standart: SC H / DN11 SC H / DN11 SC C / DN8 SC C / DN8 SC C / DN8 SC H / DN11 SC H / DN11 SC C / DN8 SC C / DN8

thread: G1/2” G3/8” G1/2” G3/8” G1/4” G1/2” G3/8” G1/2” G3/8”

type of thread: male male male male male male male male male

L = lenght: 70,3 mm 70,3 mm 58,5 mm 57,5 mm 57,5 mm 45 mm 45 mm 31 mm 31 mm

pressure: 25 bar 25 bar 25 bar 25 bar 25 bar 25 bar 25 bar 25 bar 25 bar

Serie DN8 - working pressure 25 bar, disconnection pressure 15 bar

Serie DN11 - working pressure 25 bar, disconnection pressure 15 bar

Serie 320 - working pressure 16 bar, min. burst pressure 140 bar, fl ow capacity 2100 l / min

Serie 410 - working pressure 16 bar, min. burst pressure 140 bar, fl ow capacity 3900 l / min
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MECHANIC 
& VIP AREA 
when you have time for break 
and coff ee

 BELT BARRIER  
# 0032001CHR

Mechanism equipped with centrifugal belt-breaking 

system. Belt length is 2,3 m and it’s available in colors 

black, grey, blue or red. Bags, printing and transport 

fl ight cases are optional.

 → height 1000 mm / 39,37“

 → belt length 2,3 m / 90,55“

 → total weight approx. 12 kg / 26,45 lb

 BELT BARRIER FLIGHT 
 CASE BBFC  

# 0130111001

Special protective and transport fl ight case for 12 

PCs BELT BARRIERS CLASSIC.

 PIPE BARRIER   
# 0130231001

Made from stainless steel and are dedicated for 

exclusive area mark off  for the teams, backstage 

or VIP area. Advantage is fl at full surface with 

possibility to use it for advertising or other graphic 

design elements.

 → height 1100 mm / 3,60 ft

 → length 1600 mm / 5,24 ft

 VIP FOLDING CHAIR  
# 0160131002

Folding chair, steel frame, seat quality PVC table desk.

 VIP FOLDING TABLE  
# 0160131003

Folding table, steel frame, quality composite PVC table desk.

 FLIGHT CASE TCH  
# 0160131020

Special protective and transport fl ight case for 12 PCs BELT BARRIERS 

CLASSIC.  BAR FOLDING TABLE  
# 0160131004

Folding bar high table, steel frame, quality 

composite PVC table desk.

 RACELINER RL 3-3  
# 0140131001

Frames of our tents are made from quality 

aluminum. Frames are assembled with screw-bolts, 

which enables a quick exchange of damaged parts. 

Th e module system enables connecting tents via 

connectors. Material can be imprinted. Canopies 

come in a wide range of dimensions. We off er also 

other dimension 6x3 or 4x8 m.

 CATERING BASIC  
# 0010311001

Mobile CATERING CASE BASIC is including shelves, sink 

with outlet water drain, plate, ice box. Optimal for smaller 

teams.

 → 1200x700x1100 mm / 47,24“x27,55“x43,30“

 → 3x drawers w. permanent fi les

 → ice box - fridge 40l / 10,56 gal

 → electric double hot-plate 

 → sink + water heater + waste

 BEVERAGE CATERING  
# 0010311005

Beverage box with a refrigerator for cooling of the drinks. Th e right side is 

space for supplies, glasses and other material.

 → 1500x600x1080 mm

 → doublesliding doors fridge

We are able to produce all products to you customers specifi cation. Contact us.

CASELINER
TECHNOLOGY
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REFERENCES

-- We help you win --

Australia
Ash Seward Motorsport

Audi Sport Customer Racing

BMW team SRM

Holden Racing

Keltic Racing

Maranello Motorsport

Melbourne Performance

Racer Industries

Tekno Autosports

Trofeo Motorsports

Vicous Rumour Racing

Wall Racing

Walkinshaw Racing

Austria
Grasser Racing

HB Racing

Jetalliance Racing

Renauer Motorsport

VPD Racing

Yart Racing

Belgium
Boutsen Ginion

DVB Racing

KRK 

KS Motorsport

Marc VDS 

WRT

Brazil
BMW Team Brasil

Canada
Ferrari Toronto

Remo Ferri Motorsport

Czech Republic
ISR Racing

IV Racing BMW

Radical Czech

RTR Projects

Scuderia Prague

Denmark
CarSale Motorsport

KEO Racing

MLS Racing

France
ART Grand Prix  

Centre Porsche Lorient

Extreme Limite 

G-Drive Racing

Graff  Racing 

Gulf Team First 

Hexis Racing 

Ibanez Racing Service

IMSA Porsche

Labre Competition

Luxury Racing 

Nissan Signatech 

OAK Racing 

Peugeot Sport 

Renault Sport

Saintéloc

Sebastien Loeb Racing

Team Effi  tic Carré Sport

Germany
ALL-INKL.com

Black Falcon 

BMW Motorsport

C.ABT

Dempsey Proton

Hertrampf Racing 

HTP Motorsport

HWA

Jurgen Alzen Motorsport

byKolles 

Lapidus Racing

Manthey Racing

Mamerow Racing

Motopark Academy 

MS Racing

Öhlins DTC

Phoenix Racing 

Pirelli Detschland

Porsche Motorsport

Rinaldi Racing

Roadrunner Racing

Schubert Motorsport 

Spano Rennsport

SPS Automotive

TKL Motorsport

Toyota Motorsport

Uve Alzen Motorsport

Volskwagen Motorsport

Yaco Racing

Zakspeed
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Great Britain
Barwell Motorsport

Classic Team Lotus

Don Law Racing 

Fortec Motorsport

GT3 Racing

Gulf Racing 

JR Motorsport 

Lister Storm

Neil Garner

Nissan GT Ac.

Preci Spark 

Pyro Motorsport

RLR Msport

Scuderia Vittoria 

Sibsport Perform

Spirit Automotive

Splitlath 

Von Ryan Racing

Hungary
B3 Racing

Zengo

China
KCMG

Fist Auto

AAI Motorsport

Italy
De Lorenzi Racing 

Fisichella Motorsport

JAS Motorsport

Motorzone Race

Prema Powersport

Rinaldi Racing

Roal Motorsport

Sospiri Racing

Squadra Corse

Japan
Hitotsuyama Racing

Ichikawa Shouten Autoparts

Enable

Sugizaki Transport 

Lithuania
UAB Proracing

Malaysia
Mike Racing

Netherland
Madeno Racing

Musch Motorsport 

Rhesus Racing

New Zealand
Motorsport Service

Poland
Radical Polska 

Portugal
Algarve Pro Racing

Blue Jemeirah Team

Novadriver

Rodrive - Competiqoes

Veloso Motorsport

Russia
GT Russian Team

Lada Motorsport

South Africa
CEF

South Korea
Hannam Corp.

Spain
Monlau Competition

Team Kawasaki Provec 

Sweeden
EKS

Fragus BR

Flash Engineering

Jan Brunstedt

M.R.T Solutions AB

Magic Racing

Team Tido 

West Coats Racing

Swiss
Emil Frey Racing 

Fach Auto Tech 

G2 Racing

Garage Foitek 

Hope Racing 

Kessel Racing 

Morand Racing

Novidem Swissracing 

Race Performance

Rebellion Racing 

RGR by Morand 

TKR 

UAE
AUH Motorsports 

USA
AIM Autosport

Alex Job Racing

Anderson Racing

Black Swan Racing

BMW Team RLL

Continental Tires

Core Motorsport

Corvette Racing 

Delta Wing

Dragon Speed

Dyson Racing

Flying Lizard

Global Motorsport

Hissong Motorsport

HP-Tech

HSU Racing

Insight Racing

Jeff rey Segal

Level 5 Motorsport

Michael Shank

Muehlner Motorsport

Muscle Milk Pickett

O’Gara Motorsports

Riley Technology

SpeedSource

SRT Motorsport 

Turner Motorsport

United Autosport

Wright Motorsport
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Part of our sport equipment delivery are the skis and snowboards as well.
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CASELINER RXC 2.0
Our special Caseliner division of sport equipment will deliver to you the top MTB bicycle. You can feel our racing passion from 
every detail and component. Hi-tec 29” carbon frame, equipment by Ritchey, including the racing components Shimano XT 
with advanced 1x drivetrain and 11/46 cassette. We are ready to supply total custom painting according to your racing team 
design.

FRAME
FORK 
HANDLEBAR
STEM
GRIPS
SEATPOST
SADDLE
SEAT CLAMP
BRAKES

DISC
SHIFTERS
REAR DERAILLEUR
CASSETTE
BOTTOM BRACKET
CHAINRING
CHAIN
WHEELS / TIRES

29” Toray Carbon Monocoque, 12x142mm Aluminium Th ru Axle 
FOX Factory Series 32 Float 29, 100 FIT Terralogic, 15QRx100mm Axle
Ritchey WCS Flat 2X 31.8 MTB Handlebar 9°
Ritchey WCS C260 84D Stem 31.8
ESI Chunky, 100% Silicone Shock
Ritchey WCS Alloy 1-Bolt Seatpost 31,6mm
Ritchey WCS Streem
ControlTech Settle
Shimano XT BR-M8000

Shimano XT Disc Rotor SM-RT86S, 160mm
Shimano XT SL-M8000 I-Spec II
Shimano XT RD-M8000 SGS 11r
Shimano XT M8000 11 Speed, 11-46t
Shimano XT, BB-MT800B, BSA
Shimano XT FC-M8000, SM-CRM80, 32z, 1x11-speed
Shimano CN-HG700 11r
Mavic Crossride Light 29er MTB Boost 2.25” WTS



Your distributor

www.caseliner.eu
EUROPEAN UNION

and Innovations for Competitiveness

European Regional Development Fund
Operational Programme Enterprise

CASELINER s.r.o. 

Nad Jezerem 568
252 42 Vestec
Czech Republic

Cell: +420 724 728 478
Phone: +420 244 463 151
E-mail: info@caseliner.eu
Web: www.caseliner.eu


